
 
 

2021 Group Committee Induction FAQs 

• Committees 

Q: In the case of elections for new committee members, do co-opted 

members have to go to a vote 

A: No, with co-opted members you have the ability to co-opt 3 individuals onto the committee and 

they serve a term for a year, for a maximum of 3 years. The committee decides only among 

themselves whether this individual is co-opted on. Ideally in the role of organising events, represent 

another society or fill a role not already filled within the committee.  

Q: What is the procedure when a committee has no chair? 

A: We work with the committee to appoint a chair into the position or have someone act in the 

interim until a new chair can be appointed - usually by the next election cycle. Members are 

encouraged to email Groups@iop.org and an IOP Groups & Awards Officer can work with you to 

plan next suitable steps.  

Q: Is there a limit on how many terms you can self-nominate and be on the 

committee? 

A: Yes, committee members can be on the committee for 12 years at a time, each term lasting for 4 

years and so members can serve 3 terms in a row. Ideally, you would serve as an Ordinary Member, 

then a Group Officer position such as a chair, then secretary. There are detailed guidelines on the 

combination of roles and conditions for terms within the Group Committee Officers Handbook. 

Q:Where is the Group Officer Resource Page located? 

A: The Group Officer Resources webpage can be found by visiting the IOP website and selecting 

Physics Community → Special Interest Groups and selecting ‘Special interest group officer resources’ 

from the left column.  

https://www.iop.org/physics-community/special-interest-groups/officer-resources 

Q: Do you have to log in to see the resource pages? 

A: The Special Interest Group Officers Resource Page is available to the public on the IOP website 

and does not require logging in. 

Q: Could group officers access budget accounts at regular intervals 

A: The budget is available and open all year for Group Officers to access via the funding request 

spreadsheet which they submitted the request on. Please ask a Groups & Award Officer at the IOP 

to provide you with a link if you do not have one. Please note, the spreadsheet is in ‘view only’ mode 

outside of the budgeting request cycle.  

• Conferences 

Q: Why “must” the IOP conference service be used. E.g. there may be 

circumstances where alternative (e.g. local) services are better. 
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A: Any events that have funding from the event subsidy line are categorised as IOP Group events. 

This means that they should be run by the conference service because the funding provided for the 

event is by the IOP, which means they must use the IOP conference service. Using the IOP 

conference service is also a good way to monitor the useful data such as amount of events delivered, 

engagement across memberships, how funds are being used by groups and GDPR issues when 

communicating with membership so there's no infringement. This helps the IOP continually improve 

their services for their members. 

You can find out more information about IOP Conferences on the IOP Conferences webpage. 

In instances where a local service might be better suited, such as members with access to certain 

institutions, please contact us as we are happy to discuss alternative forms of support however it is 

ultimately preferable if events are hosted at IOP venues. In the case of external events which groups 

support financially but don't partake in, this rule does not apply and this is categorised as External 

Event Funding.  

If there is a local service that provides a service we don't provide then we are keen to hear about it 

as we are constantly looking for ways to improve our processes and services.  

Q: Do you provide software and support for hybrid meetings? 

A: Yes we do, the conferences team can support meetings in a number of ways and have run a 

number of hybrid meetings this year.  

• Funding and Finances 

Q: Is there any support for travel to in-person or hybrid meetings? 

A: In terms of financial support, we do cover members coming into the building to attend committee 

meetings. 

Q: How do budgets work within a committee, is it funded centrally through 

the IOP? 

A: Yes, this is also discussed in the finance section of the induction found in the Special interest 

Group Officer Resources webpage but as an overview - the Group's budget is held centrally at the 

IOP with the IOP funds and this is sectioned off to Groups when they request their annual funding 

requests.  

• Group Prizes 

Q: Why does the ‘Outstanding Contribution’ group prize have no monetary 

prize? 

A: It was decided that this prize would not receive a cash prize, in the same way that the poster, talk 

or thesis prizes do. 

Q: Are there any recognition awards for the hard work put in by committee 

members? 

A: yes, we are always grateful for the work that committees do to support the groups and the 

physics community.  
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We also have the IOP Phillips Awards, which awards individuals who have given back specifically to 

the IOP and have demonstrated value adding activities and have made exceptional contributions. 

This is a great opportunity to put forward a member who you think has contributed above and 

beyond and has made a positive impact to the community.  

The purpose of these FAQs is to compliment the Induction video and the ‘Group Committee 

Officers Handbook’. For all other queries, please get in touch with groups@iop.org to speak to a 

Groups & Awards Officer.  
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